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Executive Summary
AeroWorks creates an assignment problem and queuing model with the aim of reducing
the total time that an aircraft spends on average on the ground. AeroWorks finds a solution that
can be applied to any commercial airport. In order to do so, AeroWorks uses the Hartsfield
Jackson Atlanta Airport as a case study. Real data is used in the problem-solving approach, with
the help of the publicly provided data by the FAA, and the data provided by industry experts.
AeroWorks conducts multiple interviews with Tom Nissalke, the Assistant General Manager for
Planning and Developing at Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport, and Brian Franke, Delta Stations
Manager in Operations for Hartsfield Jackson Airport, in order to understand current process at
the ATL airport. AeroWorks creates two assignment problems, with the aim of finding an
optimal solution for gate assignment regarding the arriving flights. Hartsfield Jackson Airport
schedule is used to derive the required data for the model, which is then solved through
LINGO/LINDO software. The queuing model tests multiple routes for aircraft heading to the
runway to depart, with the aim of reducing the total wait time in the queue. After creating the
model, AeroWorks successfully reduces the total wait times on runways by about 2 percent. If
this method for changing the North Runway departure route is applied to Hartsfield Jackson
Airport, then an average of $534.85 is saved per year. AeroWorks predicts that if this method is
applied to an airport that is less efficient than Hartsfield Jackson, then tremendous cost savings
will occur.
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Chapter 1: Problem Statement and Background
1.1 Introduction
AeroWorks is an engineering consulting firm that focuses on facility optimization. In this
project, the final objective is to create a solution that applies to any commercial service airport.
This firm tries to optimize airport systems and reduce current issues in day-to-day airport
operations, specifically related to congestion and aircraft delays. AeroWorks partners with the
Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
to collect data and current processes. Furthermore, the goals of this research project include, but
are not limited to, raise awareness of the benefits of the ACRP and the importance of airports,
improve airport management systems and processes, and provide innovative solutions to
maximize airport capability.

1.2 Overview
AeroWorks’ product, Aero, is a solution that improves the gate assignment procedure and
reduces congestion in the ramp area. This solution applies to any commercial airport, but
AeroWorks will be using Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport as a case study to prove Aero’s
effectiveness. Aero uses a queuing model and assignment problem to reduce the average total
time that an aircraft spends on the ground. Due to the excess proprietary data that airlines cannot
share with the public; Aero solves this problem from the perspective of the airport as its
customer. With the help of publicly accessible data from the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), Aero uses real time data for taxi-in and taxi-out times, arrival and departure times,
percentages of delayed flights, and runway landing counts.
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1.3 Objective
To maximize airport capability efficiently, AeroWorks researches the current processes
that airports implement and the key factors that cause delays. Major development areas include
innovative approaches on time spent on the ground using the queuing model and assignment
problem. Aero reviews current design concepts and procedures adopted by most airports and
research alternative solutions that produce more efficient and effective throughput. Questions
include: How can efficiency be maximized while maintaining capacity? What is the balancing
point? What are the main causes for delays? Aero also reviews different models used to approach
the problem and solution.

1.4 Justification
According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, on average, about 19 percent of
flights were delayed in the last twenty years [13]. At any airport, there are many factors, both
controllable and uncontrollable, that cause a delay. A single delayed flight adds additional traffic
and causes other delays, both in the air and on the ground. As a result, customer satisfaction
decreases, and both the airport and airlines risk losing a significant amount of money due to
wasted fuel and other resources. There are several causes of airport delays, and airports have a
consistent flow of high volume throughout the year; therefore, any reduction in delays benefits
the airport in the long run. Due to this fact, AeroWorks intends to create a solution for reducing
the total time that an aircraft spends on average on the ground, and a more efficient process from
the time the wheels touch the ground until the plane departs again. As a result, fuel consumption
decreases, flight throughput increases, and the airport increases efficiency. Implementing this
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solution benefits any commercial airport desiring an increase in both efficiency and customer
satisfaction.

1.5 Problem Statement
The most common problem with airports is delays. If every aircraft is delayed by 2
seconds, over time that can cost millions of dollars. AeroWorks needs to determine strategies for
accommodating aircraft that experience extended delays on the tarmac and in line for takeoff,
including dealing with human needs as well as airport and airline capabilities. To do so,
AeroWorks needs to find average wait times for an aircraft and find where delays are occurring
[28]. AeroWorks used lit reviews to find other solutions to help produce Aero. Another problem
AeroWorks is solving is innovative strategies for reducing airline fuel consumption, such as new
ways to reduce gate-to-gate time (total time from takeoff to landing- including taxi time from
gate A to gate B) or revise procedures. Ways of doing this is investigate the delays (where, when
and causes of delays) [28]. AeroWorks' main goal is to maximize aircraft efficiency.

1.6 Challenges Faced
Throughout the process of this project, AeroWorks faces various challenges while
collecting data and formulating the optimization equations. The predominant issue that
AeroWorks faces is trying to gather real-time data regarding the Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta
Airport. AeroWorks initially tries to find statistical data through airlines themselves. After
extensive research on multiple platforms and with industry professionals, AeroWorks discovers
that most airline information is proprietary and changes the customer to the airport. Another
major issue the team faces is contacting the correct industry experts. Fully comprehending and
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formulating the queuing and assignment models is also a challenge the team faces. Due to the
complexity of Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport, narrowing down the scope of the problem
becomes overwhelming, so AeroWorks simplifies the scope by removing all external constraints.
Once the team formulates a simple assignment problem and queuing model, AeroWorks then
expands by adding real data to get a more accurate result. Obtaining full access to the appropriate
optimization software, LINGO, is another challenge, due to the delay in receiving full demo
access. Once the team accesses the full demo version of LINGO, another problem is formulating
an equation with all the necessary constraints and receiving an error from the software.

1.7 Progress Made
Since the CDR, AeroWorks discovers new techniques to complete the optimization
problems. Regarding the assignment problem, the team adds a constraint for airlines, allowing
flights to only park in their designated gate based on leasing agreements between the airport and
airlines. This gives a more realistic solution to the assignment problem because prior to adding
this constraint, any flight could park at any gate. AeroWorks needs to know the utilization rate
for gates to accurately assign flights to empty gates and restrict occupied gates from being
parked at. By taking real data on arrival times from an hour prior, AeroWorks determines which
gates are not available for incoming flights to park at. AeroWorks designates arriving flights for
the North Runway (26R) to be assigned to gates on the north side of the terminal, and the same is
done for arriving flights at the South Runway (27L). The results are compared in section 3.2.1 of
this report. AeroWorks uses the queuing model for departing flights only because arrivals are
entering the runways with enough time in-between consecutive flights to avoid safety hazards
regarding the wake vortex turbulence, therefore congestion is rarely occurring during the arrival
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process. By using Google Earth to calculate distances from each gate to designated spots on the
taxiways, AeroWorks finds the average time it takes an aircraft to get to each spot by dividing
distance by speed. During an interview with the assistant manager of planning and development
at Atlanta Airport, the average speed on the taxiway and during pushback are given as fifteen
knots and four knots, respectively. These calculations are further explained in section 3.2.2.
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Chapter 2: Literature
2.1 Literature Review
A Solution to Airport Delays
One of the main reasons that airport delays occur is because there is a scarce resource in
airport capacity, such as gates and runways, and airlines are scheduling flights without any
consideration of their capacity [19]. To find a solution to airport delays, Tom Whalen, Dennis
Carlton, Ken Heyer, and Oliver Richard choose to take a market approach and propose an
auction system with precise property rights to slots, which provide the airlines with specific
times for which an aircraft is allowed to take off or land, for airport capacity. This approach
would consider the scarce resources in the airports and will as a result reduce airport delays. This
was one of the many solutions developed for reducing airport delays which AeroWorks
considered before beginning their problem-solving approach.

A comparison of two methods for reducing take-off delays at London Heathrow airport
Jason Atkin compares two methods for reducing take-off delay at the London Heathrow
Airport, looking at the possible benefits of assisting the controller in improving the sequence for
take-off and considering the inevitable delays that occur to aircrafts while at the stands [10].
Atkin found that both methods can potentially benefit London Heathrow Airport in reducing the
take-off delays and can even be implemented together to yield even greater benefits. AeroWorks
applied aspects of Atkin’s founding, one of which is the taxi-out duration that refers to the time
that an aircraft spends leaving the stand to line-up on the runway, when developing the queuing
model.
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Airport Surface Delay factors and analysis
There are a variety of reasons for delays and this article gives information about the
number of delays due to certain reasons such as weather or safety. This creates a correlation for
the data collected about delays. From this, it can make good visual comparisons on the impacts
of factors for airplane delays. It is easy to see how big of an impact certain factor may have in
causing delays. AeroWorks uses this to gain a better understanding of why and how delays are
caused. This also helps to narrow down which aspects of delays the group will try to fix.

Multi-objective airport gate assignment problem in planning and operations
The article studies the factors of gate assignment regarding arrivals and departures. These
arrivals and departures are assumed, and many different factors are taken into account when
considering the assignment problem. Much like AeroWorks's’ problem, this team had to consider
gate and airplane restrictions as well as the airport layout. Reviewing this article gives the team
information on constraints to consider for the assignment problem.

Queuing Model for Taxi-Out Time Estimation
Article describes a how one of the main factors that affect taxi-out time was the takeoff
queue size. They then go into more detail how a queuing model was built at the Boston Logan
International airport where the analysis was conducted. The model would estimate the taxi-out
time in the hope of being able to improve the accuracy of their predictions. The model would
assume the number of planes departing from the airport. This model is then compared to a
running average model which is the baseline.
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Optimizing Airport Gate Assignment with Operational Safety Constraints
Shuo Liu, Wenhua Chen, and Jiyin Liu minimize the dispersion of gate idle time periods
while dealing with the problem of aircraft size mismatching with its gate type. The problem is
the conflict between push-back and taxi-ins, and conflict between pushouts. Shuo Liu, Wenhua
Chen, and Jiyin Liu use genetic algorithms to help solve this issue in their paper [16]. Much like
AeroWorks' problem, this team must find a solution to minimize delays. AeroWorks decides to
solve the problem with assignment problem and queuing model versus the genetic algorithm.

Genetic Algorithms Applied to Airport Ground Traffic Optimization
Nicolas Durand and Jean-Baptiste Gotteland use simulation software to help visually see
their problem at work. The simulations carried out in this study show that ground traffic delays at
big airports are not only due to runway capacity hut but also are overly sensitive to the way that
aircraft are managed. Nicolas Durand and Jean-Baptiste Gotteland use two optimization methods
through genetic algorithms. Using genetic algorithms at the airport developed to minimize
taxiing time, while respecting aircraft separation and runway capacities. This paper uses the
busiest airport in Europe as the case study [11]. AeroWorks is able to relate to the problem but
does not use this algorithm.

A Comparison of Two Optimization Approaches for Airport Taxiway and Runway
Scheduling
Hanbong Lee and Hamsa Balakrishnan use two different approaches to optimize both
taxiway and runway schedules simultaneously. The first is an integrated approach based on a
single mixed-integer linear programming model, while the second is a sequential method that
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sequentially combines runway scheduling and taxiway scheduling algorithms. This relates to
AeroWorks's project, because AeroWorks is dealing with the total time a plane spends on the
ground. The evaluation of these optimization methods using various flight schedules shows that
both approaches can save taxi-out time significantly and mitigate taxiway congestion [8].

Airport Capacity: Representation, Estimation, Optimization
A major goal of air traffic management is to strategically control the Bow of traffic so
that the demand at an airport meets but does not exceed the operational capacity. Eugene P.
Gilbo proposes a technique for optimizing the available airport capacity to best satisfy the
expected traffic demand. The optimization of airport capacity is taken to mean the best allocation
of airport capacities between arrivals and departures that optimally satisfy the predicted traffic
demand over a period under given operational conditions at the airport. Eugene P. Gilbo tries to
optimize the available space by improving the scheduling of the arrival and departure planes [6].
AeroWorks can relate to this problem because they must take arrival and departure times into
consideration when minimizing delays.

Gate Assignment Problem
Over constrained gate assignment problem attempts to schedule a fleet during a given day
and assign them to different gates, therefore minimizing the number of flights that are not
assigned to gates. Some relevant variables from this formula include the set of flights arriving at
the airport, the set of gates available at the airport, the total number of flights, the total number of
gates, the arrival time of flight, and the departure time of flight. Two dummy gates represent the
entrance of the airport and the apron where flights arrive when no gates are available. By
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minimizing the number of flights assigned to the apron, a more efficient method for assigning
aircraft to appropriate gates can be implemented. AeroWorks uses this method to effectively
assign planes to gates, allowing for no empty gates and a minimal wait time on the apron.
AeroWorks also adopts some constraints used in this formula, including that every flight must be
assigned to only one gate or the apron, each flight departure time must be later than the arrival
time, and two flights cannot overlap if assigned to the same gate [7].

Analysis of Airport Surface Delays and Causes
There seems to be many different reasons for airport surface delay and causes. Some
issues include weather, and airline processes. This article helps to narrow down one delay to
focus on fixing that specific issue. This describes what delays occur on airport surfaces and the
cases behind them. This article also describes taxi time and how different airlines have different
taxi out and in methods. This can give the group a better understanding of what and how delays
are caused. It can show how certain airport processes are different from each other and then
helps to narrow down which aspects of delays the group will try to fix.

Control of a non-stationary tandem queue model of the airport surface
Tandem queues have been used to model congestion in many different scenarios. The
congestion on airport surfaces causes an increase in taxi times, flight delays, fuel burn and
emission. The approach requires departing flights to be held at their gate to control the pushback
rate during periods of congestion. The average taxi-out time during peak hours can be up to
thirty minutes. This analysis done in this paper uses Charlotte Airport as a case study. Two
queues are used, one representing congestion at the ramp and the other representing congestion
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near the runway. This simulation is done in MATLAB and results indicated a significant
reduction in the queue sizes, therefore creating shorter taxi out times [21]. AeroWorks plans to
use this similar tandem queue model to represent the two queues that form from arrival flights
waiting for a gate assignment and another set of queues for departing flights waiting to enter the
runway for takeoff.

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Traffic Management Concept on Airfields: Increasing
Airport Capacity and Reducing Passenger Delay
The Aviation System Performance Metrics are used to gather characteristics of flights
such as destination, aircraft type, and scheduled departure times. System Wide Information
Management is used to perform spatial analysis on the routing of flights on taxiways and
headways between successive runway departures. First, the airport is reviewed to determine if it
was worth studying. Planes are categorized into high occupancy aircraft (HOA) and low
occupancy aircraft (LOA) [4]. The HOA’s are prioritized in a queue for takeoff, with an end goal
of more efficient passenger throughput. With regards to future capacity increases, the goal is to
replace multiple LOA with one HOA, because of the higher processing rate. A sensitivity
analysis is performed for the three busiest hours of the day. An HOA priority regime creates a
bypass taxiway, allowing less congestion on taxiways. Researchers interview industry experts to
determine the main cause of airport delays and which airports would benefit from implementing
an HOA regime. Overall, the regime reduces congestion, excess fuel, and emissions on taxiways.
The team’s goal is to solve the inefficient throughput problem and allow airports to increase
passenger throughput by allowing more passengers to use the same infrastructure at
once. AeroWorks uses a similar process for assigning high occupancy aircraft to gates with a
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binning process. This is done using the assignment problem and assigning certain planes to gates
based on weight category.

Using Flight Shifting to Mitigate Delay in Multiple Airport Regions
Using multiple airport regions (MAR), airports can make better use of the available
capacity. The deterministic model is applied to short term flight reassignment for day of
operations, and the stochastic model is applied to reassign flights in the original flight schedule
based on capacity scenario probabilities. A clustering analysis is performed for five airports in
the New York City MAR for capacity from 7AM-11PM. The regional ground delay program
suggests that if excess capacity is reached at airports in the same region, airlines can divert
flights to nearby airports. Flight shifting is dependent on the fixed cost of shifting flights. This
method is useful for MAR with growing demand and restrictions for future capacity expansions
[2]. AeroWorks uses a similar method for time to estimate an accurate average of the number of
flights during a peak period.

Analysis of Tarmac Delays at New York Airports
This study is done for flights that remain on the ground for more than two hours [20]. An
average tarmac delay is calculated, along with the months and locations of the lengthiest delays.
These delays are categorized by destination, origin, and month/day of the week. The cost for
delays is also categorized, specifically into food, deplaning, re-boarding, and cancellations. This
allows researchers to then determine the cost of delay per passenger and component, to then
determine what the leading cause of tarmac delays was. AeroWorks uses a similar analysis to
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determine delay lengths at specific airports for a case study. AeroWorks also uses similar
methods of data collection.

A Queuing Model of Airport Congestion and Policy Implications at JFK and EWR
Taking data from ASPM, researchers narrow the US airports down to determine which
experience the most delays [1]. A dynamic queuing model is used in one queue, with one half
consisting of aircraft departing from taxiways and the other half arriving on the ground at the
origin airport. AeroWorks uses the queuing model approach to assist in finding data and
formulating multiple queues.

The Airport Gate Assignment Problem
The Airport Gate Assignment Problem (AGAP) is a well-known and attempted problem
that is used, and specifically in this case, to minimize the number of ungated flights and the total
walking distance for passengers with connecting flights. Aero uses a similar approach, solely
focusing on minimizing the number of ungated flights, while minimizing congestion and
maximizing efficiency of aircraft traffic on the ground. This approach assigns ungated flights to
the apron and includes the following constraints:
•

Every flight must be assigned to one and only one gate or assigned to the apron [24]

•

Each flight’s departure time is later than its arrival time [24]

•

Two flight schedules cannot overlap if they are assigned to the same gate [24]

The problem description and formulation are used as a baseline for defining the objective and
variables of Aero’s solution.
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Reducing airport gate blockage in passenger aviation: Models and analysis
Gate blockage occurs when an aircraft arrives at its scheduled gate but needs to wait
because the prior aircraft is still using that gate [12]. Using a network-based model for gate
assignment, Jeremy Castaing tests four different objectives in regards of gate assignment to
determine the best method to incorporate and found that the first-in-first-out algorithm is the
least efficient method for gate assignment. AeroWorks applies aspects of Jeremy’s founding into
their problem-solving approach to better create a well-designed assignment problem.

Analyzing tactical control strategies for aircraft arrivals at an airport using a queuing
model
There are several approaches to take when trying to reduce delays in an airport, one of
which is taking a deeper look at aircraft arrival delays at an airport. Mihaela Mitici is able to
create control strategies for aircraft arrivals at an airport with the help of the queueing model.
The data is collected from the Tokyo International Airport from 2016 to 2017, and Mihaela
Mitici finds that simply increasing the capacity in airports with one or two extra aircraft
significantly alleviates arrival delays [5]. AeroWorks gains inspiration from the queuing model
that Mihaela Mitici creates and assists in their own queuing model development.
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Chapter 3: Analysis and Proposed Solutions
3.1 Problem Solving Approach
AeroWorks decides to solely focus on the domestic flights arriving at Hartsfield Jackson
Atlanta Airport. To do so, AeroWorks chooses to use a queuing and assignment model to
minimize the amount of time an airplane spends on average on the ground. The assignment
problem assigns a set number of planes (m) to a set number of gates (n). To create an assignment
problem can be applied to any airport, a simple gate assignment problem is first formulated with
three flights and four gates. More constraints are added based on the type of airport and
procedures used. Using estimated yet realistic distances, AeroWorks inputs the model into
LINGO and finds the best fit equation. Then, AeroWorks gathers real data from the HartsfieldJackson airport to apply as constraints. To be able to apply the assignment problem to the Atlanta
airport, AeroWorks needs data on the total number of gates, the average number of flights that
land per hour on each runway, the average number of wide and narrow body flights that land,
which gates can accommodate certain aircrafts, and the average number of arrivals on each
arrival runway. Section 3.2.1 explains in depth the procedure used for the gate assignment
problem.

3.1.1 Assignment Problem
For the assignment problem, AeroWorks starts from a simple base structure problem, and
slowly expands as more data becomes available. From there, AeroWorks creates a problem
involving six planes that can be assigned to eight gates. Out of the six planes in this made-up
scenario, three are categorized as narrow-body and the remaining three as wide-body.
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Furthermore, out of the eight gates, two gates can accommodate narrow body planes, two gates
can accommodate wide body planes, and the remaining four can hold both types.
Table I shows all the variables used in the assignment problem as well as its description

A basic gate assignment problem model is shown in [Fig. 1] and defines each variable.

A model is then formulated by applying the variables and constraints, as well as a
network diagram. This provides a clear visual representation of which flights can be assigned to
certain gates.
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A very basic formulation of the assignment problem is shown in [Fig. 2]. A network diagram of
the assignment problem is shown in [Fig. 3].
The group then inputs the assignment formulation into LINDO and finds the most
effective way to assign the flights to each gate, based on the gate and flight constraints.

The problem formulation in LINDO is shown in [Fig. 4]. The solution from LINDO is shown in
[Fig. 5].
AeroWorks then calculates actual distances from arrival runways to each gate using the
Google Earth distance tool. A bird’s-eye view of Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport is shown in
[Fig. 6]. AeroWorks assumes that the airport will follow the west flow operation, meaning that
all flights arrive on 26R and exit at 8L, or arrive on 27L and exit the runway at 9R. Those
runways are highlighted in [26, Fig. 6, 7, 8]. For flights leaving the North Runway towards the
ramp, AeroWorks assumes that all flights take taxiway V to a particular spot, which is referred to
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as spot V in this case, and then taxi to each gate from spot V. The route from the exit of runway
8L to the entrance at spot V is shown in [26, Fig. 7]. The route from the exit at 9R, taking
taxiway L, to spot L prior to entering the ramp area is shown in [26, Fig. 8].
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AeroWorks uses the airport’s current process for gate utilization, SAGE (Standard
Aircraft Gate Equivalent). “This measurement is calculated as the ratio of the wingspan plus 20foot wingtip clearance of the largest aircraft a gate could be accommodated to the wingspan plus
20-foot wingtip clearance of the standard narrowbody aircraft.” [25] AeroWorks uses this to
determine which constraints to add to the problem. AeroWorks creates two assignment problems
from here, one assigns planes that land on the North Runway to only gates on the north side of
the terminal, and planes landing on the South Runway to only gates on the south side of the
terminal. The second assignment problem AeroWorks demonstrates is the current gate
assignment procedure that the airport follows, which allows planes that land on the North or
South Runway to access all gates. There are a total of 193 gates at the Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta
Airport, and each gate accommodates an aircraft based on their wingspan, which is demonstrated
by their SAGE factor. This makes the gate assignment more complex because there are certain
aircraft that are too wide for some of the gates.
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The metrics used for determining what SAGE factor each aircraft has are better displayed in [25,
Fig. 9]. For instance, a Boeing 717-200 has a wingspan of 93 feet and 4 inches, but after adding
20 feet for clearance the total wingspan becomes 113 feet and 4 inches, giving the aircraft a
SAGE factor of 0.82 [25].
Another constraint that is included in the assignment problem model created by
AeroWorks is the airline constraint. Most of the gates at the Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport
are leased by airlines, meaning that only flights from that airline can occupy the gate. Table 2
shows how the gates are distributed between all the different airlines. As mentioned, AeroWorks
only focuses on domestic flights, therefore international gates are not included in the model.
There is a total of 152 domestic gates in the Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport, of which 117 are
leased by Delta, 18 by Southwest Airlines, 7 by American Airlines, 5 by United Airlines, and 2
by Frontier and Spirit Airlines. There is also 1 common use gate for domestic flights, meaning
that any of the airlines can assign a flight if their capacity is high [25].
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The gates at Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport are all spread out in seven different
concourses, which are T, A, B, C, D, E, and F. For this research, AeroWorks does not use
concourses E and F because they are mainly used for international flights. The last constraint that
is used in the Assignment Problem is the runway constraint, which is crucial in calculating the
distances from the runways to the gates. Each flight has a significant waypoint, which is
determined by using the ATL standard arrival routes and helps determine which runway the
flight lands on. For instance, if a flight has a waypoint of OZZZI1, then the aircraft lands on
runway 27L during West Operation, and on runway 8L during East Operation. Table III,
presented by Tom Nissalke, assistant manager of planning and development at Atlanta airport,
shows all the different waypoints and corresponding runway assignments.
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To create an even more accurate model, AeroWorks uses the Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta
Airport schedule for arriving and departing flights on July 18 – 21 of 2022, with the help of Tom
Nissalke. Using this data as a case study, AeroWorks is now able to determine the number of
flights arriving and departing, the arrival and departure rates, the number of flights arriving for
each airline, and the runway that each flight will be landing on. For this case study, AeroWorks
decides to only use the data for July 18, 2022, between 8:00 AM and 9:00 AM. AeroWorks is
only focusing on the flights arriving at that time to simplify the problem, yet still creating a
feasible solution that applies throughout the day. Another reason for choosing the time between
8:00 AM and 9:00 AM is because the airport typically experiences the highest volume between
the hours of 6:00 AM and 11:00 AM. Table IV only shows a small portion of the schedule that
AeroWorks uses, which provides the date, airline, originating and destination airport, aircraft
type, arrival time, and the runway that the flight will be landing on.

Using the schedule provided, AeroWorks finds that there are a total of 85 flights arriving
between 8:00 AM and 9:00 AM. However, before assigning the flights to the different gates,
AeroWorks must account for the previous flights that are preoccupying some of the gates.
Typically, the average service time for each aircraft is one hour, so, to figure out how many gates
are already occupied by other flights, AeroWorks uses the schedule to determine how many
flights arrive the hour before and assume that they will continue to occupy a gate for the
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assignment problem. There was a total of 64 flights arriving between 6:00 AM and 7:00 AM,
leaving a total of 88 gates available for use, rather than the previously stated amount of 152.
AeroWorks is now ready to begin formulating the assignment problems.

Assignment Problem 1:
The first assignment problem model demonstrates the current process at Hartsfield
Jackson Atlanta Airport, which assigns flights to any of the capable gates, regardless of what
runway the flight lands on. For this problem, AeroWorks creates an optimal model for 85 flights
and 88 gates. However, this model is somewhat complicated because some of the airlines, such
as Delta, have a higher number of flights than available gates. Table V shows how the flights and
gates used for this model are distributed between the airlines.

After calculating the distances from the runways to every single gate, AeroWorks inputs
all the data into LINGO to get the total minimum distance after assigning all the flights to the
gates. A portion of the code created for this problem using LINGO is shown in [Fig. 10].
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Assignment Problem 2:
For the second assignment problem, AeroWorks proposes creating a different procedure
for gate assignment. For this problem, the flights landing on the North Runway only get assigned
to the north half of the gates, while the flights landing on the South Runway only get assigned to
the south half of the gates. The goal in this is to try and minimize the total distance taken by the
aircraft. AeroWorks creates two small models for this problem, one for the south flights and
gates, and the other for the north flights and gates. The LINGO code for these two problems
looks like the LINGO code in the first assignment problem but is more simplified because they
have less flights and gates. For the south model, there is a total of 35 flights and 40 gates, and for
the north model, there is a total of 50 flights and 48 gates. Tables VI and VII show how the
flights and gates that this model uses are distributed between the airlines.
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3.1.2 Queueing Model
Assumptions:
For simplification purposes, AeroWorks makes some assumptions regarding the
departure process. These assumptions include: the average pushback speed of an aircraft is five
knots (which includes any time that the aircraft spends on the ramp area), the taxiway speed of
an aircraft is fifteen knots (which includes any time that the aircraft spends on the taxiway),
aircrafts only depart from the two inner runways closest to the ramp area (departing at 26L and
27R), international flights are not included in the data, and therefore concourse E is also
excluded from calculations, considering most gates in the E concourse are for international flight
use, and all flights will follow a west flow procedure.
AeroWorks uses an M/M/s queuing model to compare current processes to potential
alternatives. Due to the lack of capacity on the ground at most airports, congestion is a common
problem that causes delays, excess fuel consumption, and wasted resources. By studying the
current procedure for departures and creating queues for each concourse to the departing
runways, AeroWorks compares other routes and determines which alternative produces the
shortest wait time in the queue. Tom Nissalke, assistant manager for planning and development
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at the Atlanta Airport, provides the average speed for both pushback and taxiway of an aircraft in
knots, being one nautical mile per hour. The average pushback speed for an aircraft is four knots,
which converts to time in minutes. For simplification purposes, pushback time applies to the full
duration that an aircraft spends on the ramp area, shown in [Fig. 12]. The average taxiway speed
for an aircraft is fifteen knots, which converts to minutes and then applies to the time on the
taxiway. The team calculates ramp distances for every gate at each concourse and converts to
minutes by the following formula: (ramp distance / 24304.5 feet per hour) * 60. Similarly, the
team calculates taxiway time by: (taxiway distance / 91141.7 feet per hour) * 60. After
calculating ramp and taxiway time, the team adds both times to give the average total time from
each concourse to the respective departure runway. The arrival rate formula is: 1 / total time,
given in units of aircraft per minute. The M/M/s uses the arrival rate in the queuing model as
lambda (𝜆 ), because it is the rate at which aircraft arrive at the departing runway. The service
rate will depend on when airplanes depart from the runway. Using the actual schedule for July
2022, an average for the number of planes departing from the North Terminal, South Terminal,
and both are taken. The average departures for each hour from 8:00AM to 11:00PM total to
13.33 departures per hour from the North Terminal, 45.2 departures per hour from the South
Terminal, and a total average of 58.53 departures per hour. The service rate converts to aircraft
per minute, given as mu (𝜇 ).
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After calculating the arrival and service rates, an M/M/s model excel sheet calculates the
wait time in the queue, shown in [Fig. 13]. Using the current west flow taxiway procedure for
departures, as shown in [Fig. 14], the formulas in [Fig. 11, 12, 13] calculate wait times for
multiple queues.
Where 𝜌 is the utilization rate (1),
system (2),

𝐿

𝑃

0 is the probability that no customers are in the

𝑞 is the length of the queue (3), s is the number of servers, 𝜆 is the arrival rate of

customers to the queue, 𝜇 is the service rate of customers in the queue, and

𝑊

𝑞 is the wait

time in the queue (4). The wait time is measured in minutes, and the results show very small wait
times in [Fig. 15].
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The results for the baseline west flow taxi procedure for the North Runway (26L) and the
South Runway (27R) are shown in [Fig. 16]. The current west flow procedure for departing
flights, where cyan arrows represent the routes that are usually taken is shown in [27, Fig. 16].
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Table VIII is the wait time for the North Runway (26L) from all gates, which indicates a
low wait time with a range between 0.0026 and 0.0042 minutes. Table IX is the wait time for the
South Runway (27R) from all gates, which indicates a low wait time with a range between
0.0023 and 0.000024 minutes. Table X is the wait time for the average of both the North Runway
(26L) and the South Runway (27R) from all gates, which indicates a low wait time with a range
between 0.0025 and 0.0042 minutes. Table XI is the wait time for the North Runway (26L) from
only gates in the North Terminal, which indicates a higher wait time with a range between 4.47
and 9.69 minutes. Table XII is the wait time for the South Runway (27R) from only gates in the
South Terminal, indicating wait times lower than the North Terminal to North Runway with a
range between 0.2302 and 0.3578 minutes. This model is done to determine if the airport saves
any time by designating only North Terminal flights to the North Runway and only South
Terminal flights to the South Runway. The conclusions show that it is more efficient to assign
flights to both runways from all gates, rather than assigning planes in the North Terminal to the
North Runway and planes in the South Terminal to the South Runway.
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Table XIII: Routes from each Concourse to the entrance of the North Runway (26L)
Concourse
Route (Google Earth)
T gates to taxiway F1 then taxiway E
Even A gates to taxiway F1 then taxiway E

Odd A gates to taxiway F2 then taxiway E

Even B gates to taxiway F2 then taxiway E
Odd B gates to taxiway F3, F, F4, F, F5 then
taxiway E
Even C gates to taxiway F3, F, F4, F, F5 then
taxiway E
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Odd C gates to taxiway F4, F, F5, F then
taxiway E
Even D gates to taxiway F4, F, F5, F then
taxiway E
Odd D gates to taxiway F5, F then taxiway E
Even E gates to taxiway F5, F then taxiway E

Table XVII shows each route taken from a particular concourse to the North Runway
(26L) entrance. This study compares the baseline model and determines if this route produces
lower wait times.
Table XVII: Routes from each Concourse to the entrance of the South Runway (27R)
Concourse
Route (Google Earth)
T gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
Even A gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
Odd A gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
Even B gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
Odd B gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
Even C gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
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Odd C gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
Even D gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20
Odd D gates to taxiway L, then L16 to M20

Another study conducts an alternate route, where gates taxiing to the North Runway (26L) only
use taxiway E.
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The route is shown in [Fig. 17] and results for 𝑊𝑞 values are shown in table XX and XXI.

Another study conducts an alternate route, where gates taxiing to the South Runway (27R) use
taxiway M. The route is shown in [Fig. 18] and the results for the 𝑊𝑞 values are shown in table
XXII and XXIII.
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To conclude, using our second method for the North Runway (26L), that uses only
taxiway E, gives shorter wait times than the current model. These wait times are only shorter
than the current baseline model by about 0.0001- 0.0002 minutes. This might seem insignificant
at first, but over time this saves airlines ample time and costs on the runway. The baseline model,
which is currently used for the South Runway, provides shorter wait times than the model
AeroWorks formulates. The baseline model is roughly 0.00005 minutes faster than the
alternative methods. Regarding the method where only North Terminal gates are assigned to the
North Runway (26L), the route that only uses taxiway E provides the shortest queue wait time.
Similarly for South gates being assigned to only the South Runway (27R), the method that only
uses taxiway M provides the shortest queue wait time. For Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport,
AeroWorks suggests using both 26L and 27R for departing flights from all gates. By changing
from taxiway F to taxiway E for North Runway departures, wait times on the taxiway reduce.
AeroWorks suggests that Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport use the current procedure for
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departures from the South runway (27R), using taxiway L to M. AeroWorks does not suggest
assigning North and South Terminal gates to the respective runways.

The typical procedure for an aircraft departing at an airport is shown in [7, Fig. 19].

3.2 Requirements
Upon completion of research, AeroWorks will deliver a solution named Aero.
Aero shall
o Reduce the average amount of time that the aircraft spend on the ground by 2%
o Increase the aircraft throughput on tarmac by 2%
o Reduce the average amount of time that an aircraft spends waiting to get assigned to a
gate by 2%
o Reduce the average amount of time that an aircraft spends idling while taxiing out to
fifteen seconds
o Reduce tarmac delays by 2%
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3.3 Gantt Chart

A Gantt chart of AeroWorks’ schedule and benchmarks though this semester is shown in
[Fig 20]. This is constantly updated with new meetings and important milestones throughout the
progress of this project. It shows the duration and dates of the work as well as the deadlines.
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3.4 Flow Charts

AeroWorks’ problem-solving approach is presented as a flow chart in [Fig 21]. The flow
chart shows a step-by-step solution that guides AeroWorks throughout the whole problem
formulation.

3.5 Project Management
There are various responsibilities spread across this project that are split evenly to
accomplish the team’s goals effectively. The AeroWorks team consists of four roles including:
project manager, project coordinator, process improvement expert, and financial and success
officer. The project manager's responsibilities include monitoring progress, keeping track of
deadlines, time management, and promoting team communication. The responsibilities of the
project coordinator include setting up appointments with industry experts, research project
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contacts, and previous models used. The process improvement expert is responsible for
developing improvement strategies, facilitating changes, and evaluating the efficiency and costs
of established processes. The Financial and Success Officer is responsible for developing the
budget, monitoring transactions, and preparing financial reports for the entire project.
Table XXIV shows a responsibilities chart that defines the roles and responsibilities for each
group member.

3.6 Schedule
Table XXV shows a detailed schedule of AeroWorks. It shows important completion dates,
meetings, as well as milestones.
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3.7 Budget
AeroWorks ensures the project is as efficient and cost-saving as possible. The team needs
a budget of $77,181 per year for a Project Manager, $45,242 per year for a Project Coordinator,
$73,836 per year for a Process Improvement Expert, and $65,005 per year for a Financial and
Success Officer [14]. AeroWorks must set aside funds for LINGO software, which is $495 per
year for LINGO Super 20.0. Right now, jet fuel is about $4.15 per gallon. On average, a plane
uses about two gallons of fuel per minute when idling. Adding more air traffic controllers will
reduce the wait times on the tarmac and will cost $45,000 per year per air traffic controller. Aero
reduces costs by paying employees for the hours they work, not including the idle time of the
plane.
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Each airport has a landing fee charge for every airplane. The landing fee charge includes
landing charges, parking and hanger charges, and passenger charge. The parking and hanger
charges vary based on how long the plane is on the ground for. The landing charges vary
depending on the weight of the plane. Based on case study one at Hartsfield Jackson Airport,
Light Piston Single planes have a ramp fee of $6, handling fee of $65, security fee of $5, and an
overnight fee of $30. Heavy Piston Single planes have a ramp fee of $6, handling fee of $39,
security fee of $5, and an overnight fee of $51. Light Piston Twin plane has a landing fee of
$7.90, handling fee of $79, security fee of $5, and an overnight fee of $49. Heavy Piston Twin
planes have a ramp fee of $8, handling fee of $99, security fee of $5, and an overnight fee of
$45. Turbine Single planes have a ramp fee of $10, handling fee of $99, security fee of $25, and
an overnight fee of $45. Turbine Twin planes have a ramp fee of $19, handling fee of $392,
security fee of $25, and an overnight fee of $210. Light Jet planes have a ramp fee of $45,
handling fee of $290, security fee of $25, and an overnight fee of $145. Medium Jet planes have
a ramp fee of $23, handling fee of $188, security fee of $25, and an overnight fee of $180.
The average fuel cost per gallon for an airplane is about $3.00. A Boeing 747, which is
the most common plane, holds about 63,000 gallons of fuel. A Boeing 747 burns about 5,000
gallons of fuel just to get off the ground. Airplanes tend to burn anywhere between 2% and 17%
of fuel from the time they land till the time they departure.

Table XXVI shows the name, hire date, salary, and department ID for AeroWorks employees.
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3.8 Materials Required
Upon completion of the report, AeroWorks finds innovative solutions to reduce the
amount of excess time airplanes spend waiting on the tarmac and reduce the total average gateto-gate time which will also aid in reducing the total airline fuel consumption. To do so,
AeroWorks utilizes all the available resources that aid in achieving the optimal solution. These
resources include magazines, books, online reports, and KSU professors that assist throughout
the research process. Furthermore, AeroWorks reaches out to industry experts currently working
in an airport, having had prior experience in the field.
AeroWorks interviewed Brian Frankie, a Delta station manager in operations, to obtain
information about aircraft movement at Hartsfield Jackson. Brian informs AeroWorks that Delta
leases out a total of 157 gates from Atlanta Airport, with five percent of them available for
common use. The current gate assignment process is ideally done 24 hours in advance, but
changes occur due to delays, flight reassignments, and weather restrictions. When an aircraft
lands on the runway a gate should be available for parking, but if all gates are occupied then
aircraft enter on a first-come-first-serve basis. The leading cost in the airline industry is fuel,
which is wasted mostly on the ground during the taxi in and taxi out process.
AeroWorks contacts Richard Cosentino, a former Delta ground transportation employee
who currently works in pilot scheduling. Richard is a knowledgeable resource for how ground
operations are run. He also has connections to station managers that can potentially provide
estimates on the lease cost per gate at Hartsfield-Jackson Airport. Richard gives insight to the
direction that concourses and runways operate. Runways run east and west, while concourses run
north and south. He also informs AeroWorks that when one hears that an airport is the biggest,
that is determined by the number of takeoffs and landings. The two North Runways at Hartsfield
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Jackson typically serve flights that are northbound or westbound, while the South Runways
typically serve eastbound and southbound flights. Departures are made from the inside runways
(closest to the ramps) and arrivals are based on the outside runways. This helps AeroWorks
understand the process of how planes arrive and depart, therefore grasping how to better set up
the assignment problem table. Since airlines lease gates in advance for extended periods of time,
planes spend the necessary time at a gate without affecting other airlines.
AeroWorks then reaches out to the Atlanta Department of Aviation, who directs the
group to the project manager for Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport in the department of
Aviation Public information, Corliss Davenport. Corliss then connects AeroWorks to Frank
Rucker, Airport Deputy General Manager Sr. And Bich Thuy Tran, Director of Property &
Airline Relations. Frank Rucker directs the team to Tom Nissalke, Assistant General Manager
for Planning and Development at the Atlanta Airport, who provides the ATL Concourse
Utilization Report for 2022, along with a detailed schedule of July flights. This document
contains gate counts and utilization by airline, average departing flights by seat and concourse,
average peak times for departures, and the standard aircraft gate equivalent (SAGE)
measurement accounts for gate capabilities. SAGE is one of the most helpful tools AeroWorks
acquires, because it gives a clear explanation of what planes can be accommodated by which
gates based on aircraft size and wingspan. For example, a SAGE of 1.0 equals a Boeing 737-900.
A gate that has a SAGE number of 1.0 accommodates any aircraft with a SAGE of 1.0 or lower.
The current gate designation for Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta Airport with SAGE numbers
highlighted is shown in [Fig. 22].
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During each interview, the industry expert is asked their opinion on the biggest cause of
delays on the apron. Richard Cosentino states that the main cause for delays is congestion on the
ramps and taxiways. Tom Nissalke explains that when more than six planes try to push back at
the same time in one ramp, a lot of congestion can occur causing delays and limited room for
arriving planes to enter the ramp. Another interviewee states that the longest delays occur when
airports try to conduct too much peak period activity. Overall, AeroWorks believes that by
reducing congestion on the ramp through more efficient and organized processes, airports will
increase throughput and lessen the likelihood of delays.
Per guidelines of the ACRP University Design Competition for Addressing Airport
Needs, AeroWorks reaches out to airport operators at the American Association of Airport
Executives for feedback. The members of the group stay in continuous contact with Dr. Lin Li
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and Dr. Adeel Khalid to gather more knowledge on the optimization formulas that best fits the
problem at hand.

3.9 Potential Proposed Solutions
There are many articles that use an assignment or queueing model to help in reducing
airport surface delay. One article talks about reducing delay by minimizing the number of flights
that are not assigned to gates. The authors try to schedule a group of flights during a given day
and use the assignment model to assign them to certain gates. Two dummy gates are also used,
where one represents the apron when no gates are available and the other denotes the entrance of
the airport. They also use constraints that every flight must only be assigned to one gate, each
flight departure time must be later than the arrival time, and two flights cannot overlap if
assigned to the same gate. AeroWorks adopts these constraints into the assignment problem
formula.
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Chapter 4: Results and Conclusions
4.1 Results
Assignment Problem 1:
After creating the LINGO model, AeroWorks determines the minimum distance for all
the flights arriving on July 18, 2022, between 7:00 AM and 8:00 AM. The total distance for all
85 flights is 436,657 feet. Table XXVII represents all the different airlines and the total distance
for each airline flight. Delta has a huge amount of distance compared to the other airlines, which
is expected because most of the arrivals are Delta flights. Table XXVIII is a key for the airline
abbreviations. Listed in [Fig. 2], CUI and DLPU are not included in calculations since those
gates are in terminals E and F, which are not included in Aero’s model.

Assignment Problem 2:
The second assignment model is successfully created with the help of LINGO, which
provides AeroWorks with the minimum total distance taken by the flights in the north and south
side of the airport. The total distance for the south flights is 172,630 feet, while the total distance
for the north flights is 319,182 feet. Tables XXIX and XXX show how the distances are
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distributed by each airline. Similarly, to the first assignment problem, Delta has the most
distance due to the high number of Delta flights arriving in comparison to the other airlines. The
total minimum distance for all the flights using this procedure is 491,812 feet, which is also
represented in table XXXI.

Queuing Model:
If this suggestion for changing the North Runway departure route from taxiway F to
taxiway E is implemented, AeroWorks method proves an average of $534.85 savings in fuel
costs in one year. This is based on the CFM56 engine, that consumes about 140.5 gallons/hour at
an idle state. With A1 jet fuel costing roughly $5.29 per gallon, and an average aircraft having
two engines, AeroWorks determines that the cost per second is $0.21. By saving about 0.006
seconds per aircraft and using the method suggested in the queuing model for North Runway
departures, the group calculates the average number of departures per day and multiplies that by
the average cost savings per aircraft. For an airport that experiences more congestion due to the
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layout of the runways, this method can result in much larger time savings, and therefore cost
savings as well.

4.2 Discussion
According to the data that AeroWorks obtains using the LINGO model, it is more
efficient to continue with the current operation of gate assignment. Dividing the flights in half,
with the North and South Runway, results in increased total distance for all flights, which leads
to an increase in fuel consumption and total wait time for the passengers. AeroWorks anticipates
an improvement with the second assignment problem strategy. After seeing how that led to a
nearly 60,000-foot increase in the total distance spent by the flights, AeroWorks decides to
investigate the cause of such a drastic increase. One reason for the increase in distance is because
the arrival flights are not evenly distributed by the North and South Terminals. The North
Terminal typically experiences a higher volume of arrivals than the South Terminal, causing
flights to have a smaller number of gates available. Because of that, AeroWorks notices that
some of the gates need to have two flights assigned to them because the number of gates exceeds
the number of flights, which leads to a higher wait time for the passengers.
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Chapter 5: Final Suggestions
AeroWorks concludes that Aero provides techniques and formulas that improve airport
efficiency. By manipulating the assignment and queuing models to fit the layout and procedure
of an airport, delays are reduced. The case study done in this report provides some suggestions,
but due to the prior efficiency that is implemented, some procedures are already at maximum
productivity. One example of this is exhibited through the implementation of the assignment
model for airplane arrivals at Hartsfield Jackson. Since the Atlanta Airport is the busiest airport
in the world, it is necessary to be efficient and effective. Once the assignment problem is applied,
there is no improvement to be found. However, this model can be applied to any other airport
and there is an opportunity for potential improvements at these other locations. There are some
improvements found using the queuing model for Hartsfield Jackson. The second method for the
North Runway (26L) using only taxiway E, gives a shorter wait time than the current model. The
model that AeroWorks formulates for the South Runway does not provide shorter wait times
than the current baseline model that the airport uses. As stated, these models can apply to other
airports, regardless of differing layouts. To conclude, AeroWorks suggests using both 26L and
27R for departing flights from all gates and to use the current procedure for departures from the
South runway (27R), using taxiway L to M. Wait times on the taxiway will reduce by changing
from taxiway F to taxiway E for North Runway departures. The group does not suggest assigning
North and South Terminal gates to the corresponding runways, because wait times drastically
increase.
Suggestions
1. Use both 26L and 27R for departing flights from all gates during west flow procedures
2. Use the current procedure for assigning flights to gates
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3. Use the current procedure for departures from the South Runway (27R), using taxiway L
to M
4. Do not assign North and South Terminal gates to the corresponding runways
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Appendix C: Reflections (The Educational Experience, Challenges Faced,
Resolutions)
The group learns a great deal about airport processes and operations throughout the
duration of this project. AeroWorks also learns about airport arrival and departure procedures,
gate SAGE factors, and other information involving the airport that would not have been known
if not for conducting this project. Several challenges are faced during the project as well. One of
the biggest issues AeroWorks finds is communicating with the right people and getting the
applicable information. It is difficult to obtain information, gate processes and data initially.
After a good amount of research, AeroWorks contacts the right industry experts who have
experience working in Atlanta Airport. Another problem the group faces is narrowing down the
scope of the project. Initially, the scope was too large, and the group discovers this after working
on the project and realizing the complexity of Atlanta Airport. To deal with this, the scope is
narrowed down to only focus on reducing congestion on the ground.
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